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Curiosity Quills Press, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Forget cute fairies in pretty
dresses. In the world of Aluvia, most fairies are more like irritable, moody insects. Almost everyone
in the world of Aluvia views the fairy keeper mark as a gift, but not fourteen-year-old Sierra. She
hates being a fairy keeper, but the birthmark is right there on the back of her neck. It shows
everyone she was born with the natural ability to communicate, attract, and even control the tiny
fairies whose nectar is amazingly powerful. Fairy nectar can heal people, but it is also a key
ingredient in synthesizing Flight, an illegal elixir that produces dreaminess, apathy and
hallucinations. She s forced to care for a whole hive of the bee-like beasties by her Flight-dealing,
dark alchemist father. Then one morning, Sierra discovers the fairies of her hatch are mysteriously
dead. The fairy queen is missing. Her father s Flight operation is halted, and he plans to make up for
the lost income by trading her little sister to be an elixir runner for another dark alchemist, a
dangerous thug. Desperate...
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Just no words to explain. Indeed, it is actually play, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. Its been written in an exceptionally simple way and
is particularly simply following i finished reading through this ebook by which in fact altered me, alter the way in my opinion.
-- Leila ni Rippin-- Leila ni Rippin

This is basically the best pdf i have read through until now. It is filled with knowledge and wisdom I am easily can get a enjoyment of studying a created
book.
-- Dr . Ca r m ine Ha yes MD-- Dr . Ca r m ine Ha yes MD
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